
AFFILIATE PROGRAM GUIDE



JOIN THE
GOOD VIBE

TRIBE!

 

 H2 Life brings positive vibes to you and your
loved ones with fun, style and a splash of sass.

Our signature products (sticker keepsake
cards & hi-vibe stickers) combine everyday
gifts with useful mindfulness tools that remind

us and our children of our most cherished
values. Our products have a special way of

'sticking' with you and make you wanting more!



Inspire Others
EARN $

Inspire Yourself
EARN $

Get Exclusive Discounts
and Gifts

 REPEAT

What Join?

Spark Amazing Connections 
 EARN $
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Sticker Greeting Cards are gifts that keep on
giving. Each card hosts a stylish waterproof
sticker on the cover, which when pulled off,
reveals a matching greeting card. 
 
Hi-Vibe Stickers Stickers make wonderful
accessories to any re-usable water bottle, 
toy or favorite personal item. Plus, they 
provide inspiration that sticks with you!
 
H2 Lifestyle Accessories allow you to spread
positive vibes via beautifully designed high
quality drinking accessories - and select clothing
items for women and children. 

About the products
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KEY SELLING POINTS

Give Something that Sticks!

Chic              Modern and youthful designs that
sport meaningful messages in a 
fun, light-hearted way.

Durable Stickers stand the test of time 
-and the elements! 
Place them anywhere.       

Green Made in the USA. Printed on
recycled paper. 
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GOOD TO KNOW

Charity               We collaborate with Dec My Room
by donating stickers to
hospitalized youth.
DecMyRoom.org  creates healing
spaces for children with extended
stays nation-wide. 

Schools We implement a specialized
mindfulness program in schools, 
called the Intention Challenge. The
Intention Chalenge is a game
whereby students set out to 'do
'good' for their communities and
the betterment of themselves,
using H2 Life stickers as the
catalyst for their actions. 
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BEST SELLERS

6

Sticker Greeting Card box sets
make perfect gifts for any
occasion. Why choose one when
you can get them all for a sweet 
price! 
 
Sold individually: $6
As a set: Comes out to $3.75 pp
 
That's a fantastic deal!

Our card sets and stickers are
perfect to keep on hand for any
kids birthday party or special
celebration. We recommend
pairing sticker greeting cards with
one of our beautiful water bottles
and tumblers. 
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2019 Promotions

An easy, continuous sale that can 
be stacked on top of your affiliate

discount code. 

$

Celebrate the launch of 
our new look and new products!

Never before seen massive
bundle discounts and

significant savings.

Celebrating the spirit 
of giving and stock up on greeting
cards for the holidays and beyond. 

Welcome Sale Back to School Sale

Black Friday Sale Holiday Sale

20% off first order
Ongoing Sept 15 - Oct 15

40% off site-wide
Nov 29th - Dec 2nd

30% off site-wide
Dec 6th - 31st

* You will receive emails well in advance of each sale along with exact details and
sale-specific promotional materials. These aren't our only sales, we'll notify you of

flash sales and new product launches throughout the year too. 
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COMMISSION DETAILS

$

Discount  Use your exclusive 25% off
discount code for yourself and
share it with friends and
followers for 25% EVERYTHING
in our shop.       

Payment Earn 15% commission on sales
from your affiliate link. You're
paid on sales made within 90
days of someone first using
your link - our system tracks
this for you and sends you a
monthly email with your
earnings and stats.        

Freebies We send you something free after
3 sales!  Product bonuses and
surprise freebies are offered
throughout the year. 
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YOUR ROLE 

We take the time to carefully select partners, and brand
ambassadors who are motivated by inspiring and uplifting
others on a daily basis. This makes it easy and effortless 
to promote our brand by incorporating it into your every
day social media posts.
 
Paste your affiliate link in your Instagram bio, use it on your
website, blog or other social media accounts so your
followers can shop right from your profile. If you work with
multiple brands, use a site like LinkTree (https://linktr.ee/)
to share multiple links with your Instagram followers.   
 
Use your own product photos or content we provide to post
about our shop, products, sales, etc.
 
Tip: Pinterest is a great place to share our pieces right
from our website in seconds!   
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GETTING STARTED CHECKLIST

Paste your affiliate link into your Instagram
profile. 
 
     
     
           

Verify that you received an email with your
exclusive 25% off discount code.  
 
     
     
           

Announce our partnership. Example: I'm excited
to announce my brand partnership with
@loveh2life. I love sharing little glimpses into
parts of our life with my followers and their
products have such unique, uplifting energy.
Use the link in my bio and my exclusive discount
code XXXX for 25% off your entire purchase. 
Note: The FTC requires that you disclose paid
partnerships. Make sure to state our partnership,
mention if you received something free and use
hashtags such as #ad, #brandpartner, etc.   
 
     
     
           

Make sales, get paid, earn free products - keep
repeating. 
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AFFILIATE RESOURCES

Affiliate Dashboard: 
Sign in with your user name and password at
refersion.com to access your referral link, content,
newsletters, reports and commission information.
 
Affiliate Resources:
www.loveh2life.com/pages/affiliate-resources is a
hidden page on our website just for our affiliates to
access images and copy to help you promote. 
 
Contact information:
Our door is always open. We love collaborating with our
ambassadors and are always ready to answer questions
or listen to your ideas. 
 
Email: hello@loveh2life.com or send us a message on
Facebook or Instagram and we'll get right back to you:)
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Thank you!
We're so happy to have you on our

team and look forward to a long,
successful partnership.  
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